International PhD Program: Seminars in Biomedical Neurosciences

24th January
Sander van Kuijk
Maastricht University, Limburg, Nederland
“The holy grail of science”
[Link Zoom]

21st February
Roberto Di Maio
Institute for Neurodegenerative, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA
“Exploring oxidative signaling in Parkinson’s disease: uncovering complex pathways and potential therapeutic avenues.”
[Link Zoom]

27th March
Ilaria Callegari
Dipartimento di Biomedicina, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland
“Intrathecal IgM response in multiple sclerosis includes brain-reactive antibodies”
[Link Zoom]

24th April
Rosario Moratalla
Spanish National Research Council (CSIC), Madrid, Spain
“Anxiety and Depression in Parkinson’s Disease: Evidence from Animal Models”
[Link Zoom]

29th May
Details will follow
Luogo
“Details will follow”
[Link Zoom]

5th June
Veit Mylius
Philipps University of Marburg and Rehabilitation in the Valens Clinics, Valens, Switzerland
“Association of pain with Parkinson’s disease”
[Link Zoom]

All seminars will be conducted Virtual on Zoom

Wednesday
17h30 – 18h30

For details and updates
www.eoc.ch/NSI
PD Dr. S. Galati
salvatore.galati@usi.ch